by The Campus League of Puzzlers
Solution to INGREDIENTS:
Each of the numbers is a diﬀerent way to reference a book (Amazon ID, ISBN-10, ISBN-13, Library of
Congress, and Dewey Decimal). Each book is foodrelated and has a long subtitle.
• Flour: A Baker’s Collection of Spectacular Recipes
• Water: A Comprehensive Guide for Brewers
• Salt: Cooking With the World’s Favorite Seasoning
• Yeast: The Practical Guide to Beer Fermentation
• Heat: An Amateur’s Adventures as Kitchen Slave,
Line Cook, Pasta Maker, and Apprentice to a
Dante-Quoting Butcher in Tuscany
The numbers in parentheses index into the subtitle: the first pair specifies the word (out of the total
number of words) and the second pair specifies the
letter (out of the total number of letters in that word).
Taking the designated letter gives the answer
BREAD. (The title of each of the books is an ingredient needed to make bread.) Congratulations to
Keita, BB King, Chris, and Apuleius, who were the first
three to submit the correct answer to last week’s puzzle on our website (http://puzzle.berkeley.edu).
The Campus League of Puzzlers is a group of students and alums who enjoy writing and solving puzzles. Our main event is the annual Berkeley Mystery
Hunt, a 12 hour puzzle solving competition for teams

of up to 10 people. This year’s hunt will be Sunday,
May 4. The deadline to register is April 25th! If you
and your friends like puzzles, start getting together
your team. No previous puzzling experience necessary. To learn more, or to register, visit our website.
The goal of this column, which runs in the Daily
Cal and on our Facebook page each Thursday, is to
introduce you to a wide variety of puzzles. In the
month of April, each puzzle will give you some information and the first step will be to figure out what to
do with it. The answer to each puzzle will be a single
English word, and at the end of the series there will
be a metapuzzle using these answers.

Week 13: CONDIMENTS
I need some sauce.
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| ED
| POO
| GOT
| EREL
| IZE
| ULA
| RINA
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